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(54) DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD, TERMINAL, AND NETWORK DEVICE

(57) A data transmission method, a terminal, and a
network device are provided. The transmission method
includes receiving physical uplink shared channel
PUSCH scheduling information sent by a network device,
wherein the PUSCH scheduling information includes first
indication information and second indication information,
and the first indication information is used to indicate a
data layer comprised in a PUSCH, the second indication
information is used to indicate a precoding matrix; map-
ping, according to the precoding matrix indicated by the
second indication information, the data layer included in
the PUSCH onto at least two target antenna panels for
transmission, wherein the target antenna panels are an-
tenna panels, for transmitting the PUSCH, among the at
least two antenna panels of the terminal.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims a priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201810942311.8 filed in China on
August 17, 2018, the disclosures of which are incorpo-
rated in their entirety by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the field of
communications application, in particular, relates to a da-
ta transmission method, a terminal and a network device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A user equipment (User Equipment, UE) or a
terminal equipped with a plurality of transmitting anten-
nas in the related art can perform uplink beamforming.
In order to determine an uplink (UL) beamforming matrix,
a UE in a Radio Resource Control Connected (RRCCO-
NNECTED state may be semi-statically configured with
a plurality of UE-specific uplink sounding reference signal
(Sounding Reference Signal, SRS) resources. SRS sig-
nals transmitted on each SRS resource are beamformed
using a specific beamforming matrix. The UE transmits
these SRS resources in uplink. A transmission and re-
ception point (TRP) measures signal qualities of different
SRS resources and selects a preferred SRS resource.
The TRP transmits an index (an SRS resource indicator
(SRI)) of the selected SRS resource to the UE via Down-
link Control Information (DCI). From the SRI, the UE can
infer which uplink beamforming matrix (e.g., a SRS re-
source) is recommended by the TRP for future uplink
transmission. The UE may then use, for future uplink
transmissions, the uplink beamforming matrix indicated
by the SRI.
[0004] The UE may have multiple antenna panels for
uplink transmission. Each antenna panel consists of a
set of antenna elements. The exact number of the an-
tenna panels, the number of antenna elements, and ar-
rangement of antenna elements within each panel are
determined according to particular implementation, and
different UEs may have different implementations. The
UE may send one data layer at a time from one panel.
The UE may also simultaneously send one data layer
from a subset of the antenna panels (including more than
one antenna panel), the description of which applies
equally to SRS resources (transmission of SRS signals).
However, a specification in the related art cannot support
a joint transmission mode in which physical uplink shared
channels (Physical Uplink Shared Channel, PUSCH) are
simultaneously transmitted from a multi-antenna panel,
resulting in a lower transmission rate.

SUMMARY

[0005] An objective of the present disclosure is to pro-
vide a data transmission method, a terminal, and a net-
work device, so as to solve the problem that a specifica-
tion in the related art cannot support parallel transmis-
sions of PUSCH from a plurality of antenna panels.
[0006] To achieve the above objective, a data trans-
mission method is provided in the present disclosure.
The method is applied to a terminal configured with at
least two antenna panels for uplink transmission. The
method includes: receiving Physical Uplink Shared
Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a net-
work device, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
includes first indication information and second indication
information, and the first indication information is used
to indicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix; and mapping, according to the precoding matrix in-
dicated by the second indication information, the data
layer included in the PUSCH onto at least two target an-
tenna panels for transmission, wherein the target anten-
na panels are antenna panels, for transmitting the
PUSCH, among the at least two antenna panels of the
terminal.
[0007] Before receiving the PUSCH scheduling infor-
mation sent by the network device, the method further
includes: transmitting a beam-training signal resource
using analog beams on the at least two target antenna
panels; acquiring a target transmission beam, indicated
by the network device, corresponding to each of the tar-
get antenna panels, where the target transmission beam
is acquired by the network device according to the beam-
training signal resource; transmitting an uplink signal re-
source, for acquiring channel state information (CSI), on
each of the target antenna panels by using a target trans-
mission beam corresponding to the target antenna panel,
wherein the PUSCH scheduling information is acquired
by the network device according to the uplink signal re-
source.
[0008] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers
included in the PUSCH.
[0009] Transmitting the uplink signal resource, for ac-
quiring the CSI, on each of the target antenna panels by
using the target transmission beam corresponding to the
target antenna panel, includes: determining a first target
transmission beam corresponding to a first target port
according to correspondence relationship between a port
and a target transmission beam indicated by the network
device; transmitting an uplink signal resource of the first
target port on a first target antenna panel corresponding
to the first target transmission beam.
[0010] Mapping, according to the precoding matrix in-
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dicated by the second indication information, the data
layer included in the PUSCH onto the at least two target
antenna panels for transmission, includes: performing a
precoding operation on L data layers of the PUSCH ac-
cording to the precoding matrix indicated by the second
indication information, to acquire a transmission signal
vector including K data layers, wherein, each data layer
of the transmission signal vector corresponds to one of
the ports; acquiring a second target port corresponding
to a target data layer of the transmission signal vector;
and transmitting, on a second target antenna panel, the
target data layer of the transmission signal vector using
a second target transmission beam corresponding to the
second target port, wherein the second target antenna
panel is an antenna panel having mapping relationship
with the second target port.
[0011] Transmitting the beam-training signal resource
using the analog beams on the at least two target antenna
panels, includes: selecting a target beam-training signal
resource set corresponding to a third target antenna pan-
el from among beam-training signal resource sets con-
figured by the network device for each of the target an-
tenna panels, wherein each of the beam-training signal
resource sets includes at least one beam-training signal
resource, the third target antenna panel is any one of the
at least two target antenna panels; transmitting beam-
training signal resources of the target beam training sig-
nal set using different analog beams on the third target
antenna panel.
[0012] To achieve the above objective, a data trans-
mission method performed by a network device is further
provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure.
The method includes: acquiring uplink channel state in-
formation (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource
sent by a terminal; acquiring Physical Uplink Shared
Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information according to
the channel state information (CSI), and sending the ac-
quired information to a terminal, wherein the PUSCH
schedule information includes first indication information
and second indication information, the first indication in-
formation is used to indicate a data layer included in a
PUSCH, and the second indication information is used
to indicate a precoding matrix.
[0013] Before acquiring the uplink CSI according to the
uplink signal resource sent by a terminal, the method
further includes: acquiring a beam-training signal re-
source sent by the terminal using analog beams on at
least two target antenna panels; performing a beam-
scanning operation on the beam-training signal resource,
determining a target transmission beam corresponding
to each of the target antenna panels and indicating the
target transmission beam to the terminal.
[0014] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers

included in the PUSCH.
[0015] Before acquiring the uplink CSI according to the
uplink signal resource sent by the terminal, the method
further includes: indicating correspondence relationship
between a port and a target transmission beam to the
terminal.
[0016] Indicating the correspondence relationship be-
tween the port and the target transmission beam to the
terminal, includes: indicating correspondence relation-
ship between each port and a target transmission beam
to the terminal; or indicating correspondence relationship
between a port group and a target transmission beam to
the terminal, wherein the K ports are divided into D port
groups, and at least one target port group exists in the
D port groups, the target port group is a port group in-
cluding at least two ports, and D is a positive integer
greater than 1.
[0017] To achieve the above objective, a terminal con-
figured with at least two antenna panels for uplink trans-
mission is provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure. The method includes a transceiver, a storage,
a processor, and a program stored on the storage and
executable by the processor, wherein when the proces-
sor executes the program, the processor implements the
following steps: receiving, by a transceiver, Physical Up-
link Shared Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information
sent by a network device, wherein the PUSCH schedul-
ing information includes first indication information and
second indication information, and the first indication in-
formation is used to indicate a data layer included in a
PUSCH, the second indication information is used to in-
dicate a precoding matrix; and mapping, according to the
precoding matrix indicated by the second indication in-
formation, the data layer included in the PUSCH onto at
least two target antenna panels for transmission, wherein
the target antenna panels are antenna panels, for trans-
mitting the PUSCH, among the at least two antenna pan-
els of the terminal.
[0018] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: trans-
mitting a beam-training signal resource using analog
beams on the at least two target antenna panels, before
receiving the PUSCH scheduling information sent by the
network device; acquiring a target transmission beam,
indicated by the network device, corresponding to each
of the target antenna panels, where the target transmis-
sion beam is acquired by the network device according
to the beam-training signal resource; transmitting an up-
link signal resource, for acquiring channel state informa-
tion (CSI), on each of the target antenna panels by using
a target transmission beam corresponding to the target
antenna panel, wherein the PUSCH scheduling informa-
tion is acquired by the network device according to the
uplink signal resource.
[0019] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
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antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers
included in the PUSCH.
[0020] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: deter-
mining a first target transmission beam corresponding to
a first target port according to correspondence relation-
ship between a port and a target transmission beam in-
dicated by the network device; transmitting an uplink sig-
nal resource of the first target port on a first target antenna
panel corresponding to the first target transmission
beam.
[0021] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: per-
forming a precoding operation on L data layers of the
PUSCH according to the precoding matrix indicated by
the second indication information, to acquire a transmis-
sion signal vector including K data layers, wherein, each
data layer of the transmission signal vector corresponds
to one of the ports; acquiring a second target port corre-
sponding to a target data layer of the transmission signal
vector; transmitting, on a second target antenna panel,
the target data layer of the transmission signal vector
using a second target transmission beam corresponding
to the second target port, wherein the second target an-
tenna panel is an antenna panel having mapping rela-
tionship with the second target port.
[0022] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: select-
ing a target beam-training signal resource set corre-
sponding to a third target antenna panel from among
beam-training signal resource sets configured by the net-
work device for each of the target antenna panels, where-
in each of the beam-training signal resource sets includes
at least one beam-training signal resource, the third tar-
get antenna panel is any one of the at least two target
antenna panels; transmitting beam-training signal re-
sources of the target beam training signal set using dif-
ferent analog beams on the third target antenna panel.
[0023] To achieve the above objective, a computer-
readable storage medium having stored thereon a com-
puter program is provided in the embodiments of the
present disclosure. When the computer program is exe-
cuted by a processor, the processor implements the
steps of the above data transmission method.
[0024] To achieve the above objective, a network de-
vice is provided in the embodiments of the present dis-
closure. The network device includes a transceiver, a
storage, a processor, and a program stored on the stor-
age and executable by the processor, wherein when the
processor executes the program, the processor imple-
ments the following steps: acquiring uplink channel state
information (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource
sent by a terminal; acquiring Physical Uplink Shared
Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information according to
the CSI, and sending the acquired information to a ter-
minal, wherein the PUSCH schedule information in-
cludes first indication information and second indication

information, the first indication information is used to in-
dicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, and the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix.
[0025] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: acquir-
ing a beam-training signal resource sent by the terminal
using analog beams on at least two target antenna pan-
els, before acquiring the uplink CSI according to the up-
link signal resource sent by the terminal; performing a
beam-scanning operation on the beam-training signal re-
source, determining a target transmission beam corre-
sponding to each of the target antenna panels and indi-
cating the target transmission beam to the terminal.
[0026] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers
included in the PUSCH.
[0027] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: indi-
cating correspondence relationship between a port and
a target transmission beam to the terminal, before ac-
quiring the uplink CSI according to the uplink signal re-
source sent by the terminal.
[0028] When the processor executes the program, the
processor further implements the following steps: indi-
cating correspondence relationship between each port
and a target transmission beam to the terminal; or indi-
cating correspondence relationship between a port group
and a target transmission beam to the terminal, wherein
the K ports are divided into D port groups, and at least
one target port group exists in the D port groups, the
target port group is a port group including at least two
ports, and D is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0029] To achieve the above objective, a computer-
readable storage medium having stored thereon a com-
puter program is provided in the embodiments of the
present disclosure. When the computer program is exe-
cuted by a processor, the processor implements the
steps of the above data transmission method.
[0030] To achieve the above objective, a terminal con-
figured with at least two antenna panels for uplink trans-
mission is provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure. The terminal includes: a receiving module,
configured to receive Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a network de-
vice, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information in-
cludes first indication information and second indication
information, and the first indication information is used
to indicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix; a first transmitting module, configured to map, ac-
cording to the precoding matrix indicated by the second
indication information, the data layer included in the
PUSCH onto at least two target antenna panels for trans-
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mission, wherein the target antenna panels are antenna
panels, for transmitting the PUSCH, among the at least
two antenna panels of the terminal.
[0031] The terminal further includes: a second trans-
mitting module, configured to transmit a beam-training
signal resource using analog beams on the at least two
target antenna panels; a first acquiring module, config-
ured to acquire a target transmission beam, indicated by
the network device, corresponding to each of the target
antenna panels, where the target transmission beam is
acquired by the network device according to the beam-
training signal resource; a third transmitting module, con-
figured to transmit an uplink signal resource, for acquiring
channel state information (CSI), on each of the target
antenna panels by using a target transmission beam cor-
responding to the target antenna panel, wherein the
PUSCH scheduling information is acquired by the net-
work device according to the uplink signal resource.
[0032] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers
included in the PUSCH.
[0033] To achieve the above objective, a network de-
vice is provided in the embodiments of the present dis-
closure. The network device includes a second acquiring
module, configured to acquire uplink channel state infor-
mation (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource sent
by a terminal; a fourth transmitting module, configured
to acquire Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)
scheduling information according to the channel state
information (CSI), and transmit the acquired information
to a terminal, wherein the PUSCH schedule information
includes first indication information and second indication
information, the first indication information is used to in-
dicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, and the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix.
[0034] The network device further includes: a third ac-
quiring module, configured to acquire a beam-training
signal resource sent by the terminal using analog beams
on at least two target antenna panels; a determining mod-
ule, configured to perform a beam-scanning operation
on the beam-training signal resource, determine a target
transmission beam corresponding to each of the target
antenna panels and indicate the target transmission
beam to the terminal.
[0035] The uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource including K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of
digital channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is greater
than or equal to L, and L is the number of data layers
included in the PUSCH.
[0036] The embodiments of the present disclosure
have the following beneficial effects. In the technical so-

lutions of the embodiments of the present disclosure,
Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) scheduling
information sent by a network device is received, wherein
the PUSCH scheduling information includes first indica-
tion information and second indication information, and
according to the precoding matrix indicated by the sec-
ond indication information, the data layer included in the
PUSCH is mapped onto at least two target antenna pan-
els for transmission, thereby achieving the purpose of
simultaneously transmitting data layers of the PUSCH
from a plurality of antenna panels.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of weighting and shap-
ing an intermediate frequency signal in analog beam-
forming in the related art;
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of weighting and shap-
ing a radio frequency signal in analog beamforming
in the related art;
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of digital-analog hybrid
beamforming in the related art;
Fig. 4 is a first schematic flow diagram of a data trans-
mission method according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of PUSCH transmis-
sion in an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 6 is a second schematic flow diagram of a data
transmission method according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure;
Fig. 7 is a structural block diagram of a terminal ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of modules of a termi-
nal according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure;
Fig. 9 is a structural block diagram of a network de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure;
Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of modules of a net-
work device according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] In order to make technical problems, technical
solutions and advantages to be solved by the present
disclosure clearer, specific embodiments and drawings
will be described in detail below.
[0039] For a purpose of enabling those skilled in the
art to better understand the technical solutions of the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure, the following de-
scription is made first.
[0040] In view of an important role of Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology in improving peak
rate and system spectrum utilization, wireless access
technology standards such as Long Term Evolution
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(LTE) or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) are all based on the
MIMO + Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) technologies. A performance gain of MIMO tech-
nology comes from a spatial freedom degree available
in the multi-antenna system, so one of the most important
evolution directions of the MIMO technology in a stand-
ardization development process is extension of dimen-
sions.
[0041] In LTE Rel-8, MIMO transmission of at most 4
layers can be supported. Rel-9 focuses on enhancing a
Multi-User Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MU-MIMO)
technology, and MU-MIMO transmission in a transmis-
sion mode (TM) -8 can support at most four downlink
data layers. Rel-10 introduces a support for 8 antenna
port to further improve a spatial resolution of channel
state information, and further expands a transmission ca-
pability of single-user MIMO (Single-User MIMO, SU-MI-
MO) to at most 8 data layers. Rel-13 and Rel-14 introduce
FD-MIMO technology to support 32 ports to realize full-
dimensional and vertical beamforming.
[0042] In order to further improve the MIMO technolo-
gy, a massive antenna technology is introduced into a
mobile communication system. A fully digitized massive
antenna of a base station may have up to 128/256/512
antenna elements and up to 128/256/521 transceivers,
a transceiver being connected to each antenna element.
By transmitting pilot signals for up to 128/256/512 anten-
na ports, a terminal measures channel state information
and performs feedback. An antenna array of up to 32/64
antenna elements may also be configured for a terminal.
By beamforming on both sides of the base station and
the terminal, a huge beamforming gain is acquired to
compensate signal attenuation caused by path loss. In
particular, at high frequency band communication, for ex-
ample at 30 Ghz, that path loss make a coverage range
of radio signals be extremely limited. By the massive an-
tenna technology, the coverage range of the radio signals
can be expanded to a practical range.
[0043] Each antenna element having a separate trans-
ceiver in an fully-digital antenna array will result in a sig-
nificant increase in a size, a cost and power consumption
of a device. In particular, power consumption reduction
and performance improvement for an Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) and a Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC) of a transceiver are relatively limited. In order to
reduce the size, the cost and the power consumption of
the device, a technical solution based on analog beam-
forming is proposed. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2. a main
feature of the analog beamforming is as follows, i.e., the
intermediate frequency signal (Fig. 1) or the radio fre-
quency signal (Fig. 2) is weighted and shaped by a phase
shifter.
In order to further improve the performance of the analog
beamforming, a solution of a digital-analog hybrid beam-
forming transceiver architecture is proposed, as shown

in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, there are  transceivers at a

transmitting end and  transceivers at a receiving
end, respectively, the number of antenna elements at the

transmitter end is  and the number of antenna

elements at the receiving end is  The max-
imum number of parallel transmission streams supported

by beamforming is  A hybrid beam-
forming structure of Fig. 3 achieves a tradeoff between
flexibility of digital beamforming and low complexity of
analog beamforming.
[0044] Both analog beamforming and digital-analog
hybrid beamforming need to adjust weights of analog
beamforming at both the transmitting end and the receiv-
ing end, so that formed beams can be directed to a com-
munication opposite end. It is necessary to adjust a
beamforming weight sent by the base station side and a
beamforming weight received by the terminal side. For
uplink transmission, it is necessary to adjust the beam-
forming weight sent by the terminal side and the beam-
forming received by the base station side. A weight of
the beamforming is usually acquired by transmitting a
training signal. In a downlink direction, the base station
transmits a downlink beam-training signal, and the ter-
minal measures the downlink beam-training signal, se-
lects an optimal transmission beam sent by the base sta-
tion, and feeds back beam-related information to the
base station, and at the same time, a corresponding op-
timal receiving beam is selected and saved locally.
[0045] The UE may have a plurality of antenna panels
for uplink transmission, transmission by a single antenna
panel and transmission by multiple antenna panels are
described below, respectively.

(1) Transmission by a single antenna panel

[0046] A UE with a single panel may be configured with
one set of SRS resources for transmitting-beam-scan-
ning. Each SRS resource set includes a plurality of SRS
resources, and different SRS resources can be beam-
formed using different beams. Since each panel can only
generate one analog beam at a time, different SRS re-
sources (corresponding to different beams) in one SRS
resource set are transmitted at different time instances.
A gNB determines an optimal transmission beam (i.e.,
the SRS resource with an optimal reception quality) by
receiving the set of SRS resources, and indicates to the
UE.
[0047] The gNB may then configure a second set of
SRS resources for CSI acquisition, the second set of SRS
resources contains multiple SRS resources, and may use
the same or different analog beams (based on previous
beam-scanning). The gNB sends an SRI indication, in a
scheduling grant for a PUSCH, pointing to the second
set of SRS resources (an SRS resource set for CSI ac-
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quisition) according to a channel estimation result. The
UE performs PUSCH transmission according to a beam
indicated by the SRI.

(2) Transmission of multiple antenna panels

[0048] Similarly, if the UE has multiple panels, the mul-
tiple panels may be configured with multiple SRS re-
source sets for analog beam-training, where each SRS
set corresponds to one panel. Different SRS resources
of the same SRS resource set (corresponding to one
panel) are transmitted at different time instants. Because
different sets of SRS resources are mapped to different
panels, the SRS resources of different SRS resource sets
can be transmitted at the same or different time instants.
In this case, an overhead of an SRS varies linearly with
the number of antenna panels. For a terminal with a large
number of antenna panels (e.g., vehicles, balloons, and
other aircrafts with less constraints in power and size),
the number of the overhead of an SRS may be significant.
[0049] However, a specification in the related art can-
not support a joint transmission mode in which a PUSCH
is simultaneously transmitted from multiple antenna pan-
els, resulting in a low transmission rate. Based on this,
the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a data
transmission method, which is applied to a terminal, the
terminal is configured with at least two antenna panels
for uplink transmission, and as shown in Fig. 4, the data
transmission method includes following steps.
[0050] Step 401: receiving Physical Uplink Shared
Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a net-
work device, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
includes first indication information and second indication
information, and the first indication information is used
to indicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix.
[0051] The PUSCH scheduling information is carried
in a PUSCH scheduling grant, wherein the first indication
information is a transmission rank indicator (TRI), and
the second indication Information is a transmit precoding
matrix indicator (TPMI). The aforementioned precoding
matrix refers to a precoding matrix of K 3 L, where K is
a sum of the number of digital channels of at least two
target antenna panels for transmitting a PUSCH, and L
is the number of data layers included in the PUSCH.
[0052] Step 402: according to the precoding matrix in-
dicated by the second indication information, mapping
all data layers of the PUSCH onto at least two target
antenna panels for transmission, wherein the target an-
tenna panels are antenna panels, for transmitting the
PUSCH, among at least two antenna panels of the ter-
minal.
[0053] Specifically, the terminal performs digital-pre-
coding processing based on the precoding matrix to ac-
quire a transmission signal vector including K data layers,
and maps the transmission signal vector to at least two
target antenna panels for transmission.

[0054] The data transmission method according to an
embodiment of the present disclosure is configured to
receive physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) sched-
uling information sent by a network device, the PUSCH
scheduling information includes a first indication informa-
tion and a second indication information, and according
to a precoding matrix indicated by the second indication
information, a data layer included in the PUSCH is
mapped to at least two target antenna panels for trans-
mission, thereby achieving a purpose of simultaneously
transmitting the data layer of the PUSCH from a plurality
of antenna panels.
[0055] Before receiving the physical uplink shared
channel (PUSCH) scheduling information sent by the net-
work device in step 402, the method further includes
steps 4021 to 4023.
[0056] Step 4021: transmitting a beam-training signal
resource using analog beams on the at least two target
antenna panels.
[0057] The beam-training signal resource herein may
be specifically a sounding reference signal (SRS) re-
source.
[0058] A target beam-training signal resource set cor-
responding to a third target antenna panel is selected
from among beam-training signal resource sets config-
ured by the network device for each of the target antenna
panels; each of the beam-training signal resource sets
includes at least one beam-training signal resource, the
third target antenna panel is any one of the at least two
target antenna panels; beam-training signal resources
of the target beam training signal set are transmitted us-
ing different analog beams on the third target antenna
panel, the beam-training signal resource having a beam-
training signal carried thereon.
[0059] Assuming that multiple data layers of the
PUSCH are distributed over 2 target antenna panels for
transmission, then first the base station gNB configures
2 SRS resource sets for analog beam-training, where
each SRS resource set is mapped to one antenna panel.
A specific mapping method for mapping the sets of SRS
resources to the panels depends on implementation of
the UE. For example, the UE may map a first set of SRS
resources for analog beam-training to panel 1, and map
a second set of SRS resources for analog beam-training,
to panel 2; or the UE may map the first set of SRS re-
sources used for analog beam-training to panel 2, and
map the second set of SRSs resources used for analog
beam-training to panel 1. The order of this mapping may
be transparent to the gNB. Each set of SRS resources
contains a group of SRS resources that can use different
time-frequency resources. For each set of SRS resourc-
es, the UE transmits SRS resources using different an-
alog beams on the panels corresponding thereto, respec-
tively.
[0060] Step 4022: acquiring a target transmission
beam, indicated by the network device, corresponding
to each of the target antenna panels, where the target
transmission beam is acquired by the network device ac-
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cording to the beam-training signal resource.
[0061] The gNB determines an optimal receiving beam
by means of beam-scanning. The gNB may select an
optimal receiving beam for each panel individually based
on a hypothesis of single panel transmission hypothesis.
As an option, it may be assumed that all panels transmit
jointly and then an optimal receiving beam is derived. In
this process, the gNB may control configuration of time-
frequency resources of two SRS resource sets (e.g., or-
thogonal time-frequency resources, or same resources).
At the same time, the gNB can also acquire an optimal
transmission beam (marked as [BMopt,1, BMopt,2]) for
each panel, which respectively corresponds to the opti-
mal SRS resource (marked as [SRSopt,1, SRSopt,2) in the
respective SRS resource set. Through a control signal-
ing, the UE can know [SRSopt,1, SRSopt,2], so as to ac-
quire a recommended SRS resource on each panel, and
determine the optimal transmission beam ([BMopt,1,
BMopt,2])on each antenna panel based on the recom-
mended SRS resource on each antenna panel.
[0062] It should be noted that the above description
does not exclude a case in which the gNB recommends
a plurality of uplink transmission beams for each panel.
In particular, the gNB may not only recommend an opti-
mal beam for each panel, but may also recommend other
beams worse than the optimal beam in sequence. This
can be directly extended from the solution described
above, and the optimal transmission beam (the target
transmission beam) may be specifically a transmission
beam corresponding to the SRS resource with an optimal
reception quality, for example, the transmission beam
corresponding to the SRS resource with the strongest
received signal power.
[0063] Step 4023: sending an uplink signal resource,
for acquiring channel state information (CSI), on each of
the target antenna panels by using a target transmission
beam corresponding to the target antenna panel, wherein
the PUSCH scheduling information is acquired by the
network device according to the uplink signal resource.
[0064] Here, the uplink signal resource for acquiring
the CSI is an SRS resource.
[0065] By transmitting this uplink signal resource, the
terminal can cause the network device to estimate uplink
CSI and perform link adaptation and PUSCH scheduling.
[0066] Further, the uplink signal resource is an uplink
signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of the num-
bers of digital channels of the at least two target antenna
panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least two
target antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is
greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of data
layers included in the PUSCH.
[0067] After determining the optimal transmission
beam on each antenna panel through beam-scanning by
the network device, the network device further configures
an SRS resource for CSI acquisition for the terminal. As
shown in Fig. 5, it is assumed that a plurality of data layers
of the PUSCH are distributed over two target antenna
panels for transmission, wherein layer 1 to layer A of the

PUCCH are mapped onto an antenna panel 1 for trans-
mission and layer A+1 to layer L are mapped to an an-
tenna panel 2 for transmission, wherein A is a positive
integer greater than 1 and less than L. The base station
gNB configures two SRS resource sets for CSI acquisi-
tion, wherein each SRS resource set is mapped to one
antenna panel, for example, a third SRS resource set
used for the CSI acquisition are mapped to the antenna
panel 1, a fourth set of SRS resources for CSI acquisition
is mapped onto the antenna panel 2.
[0068] The numbers of digital channels of the two an-
tenna panels are denoted as N1 and N2, respectively,
and the total number of the digital channels is K= N1+N2.
The gNB configures one SRS resource containing K
ports. In time domain, the SRS resource may be config-
ured for periodic transmission, semi-periodic transmis-
sion, or aperiodic transmission.
[0069] Based on this, the above sending the uplink sig-
nal resource, for acquiring CSI, on each target antenna
panel by using the target transmission beam correspond-
ing to the target antenna panel includes: determining a
first target transmission beam corresponding to a first
target port according to correspondence relationship be-
tween a port and a target transmission beam indicated
by the network device, and sending an uplink signal re-
source of the first target port on a first target antenna
panel corresponding to the first target transmission
beam.
[0070] Beams used by the SRS resources sent for CSI
measurement on each panel are acquired through [SR-
Sopt,1, SRSopt,2]. Here, numbering values of SRS ports
of the antenna panel 1 and numbering values of SRS
ports of the antenna panel 2 are denoted as [p1,
p2, ...pN1] and [q1, q2, ... qN2], respectively. Ports [p1,
p2, ... pN1] are mapped to the antenna panel 1 and
BMopt,1 is used as an analog beam thereof. Thus, the
gNB instructs the UE to use the same analog beam as
SRSopt,1 at [p1, p2, ... pN1]. Similarly, antenna ports [q1,
q2, ... qN2] are mapped to the panel 2 and BMopt, 2 is used
as an analog beam thereof. Thus, the gNB instructs the
UE to use the same analog beam as SRSopt,2 at [q1,
q2, .... qN2].
[0071] In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
the correspondence relationship between a port and a
target transmission beam may be indicated to the termi-
nal in the following two ways:

First way: through a port-specific indication way
The correspondence relationship between each of
ports and a target transmission beam is indicated to
the terminal through a port-specific indication.
Here, each port may use the same or different uplink
transmission beams.
Second way: through a port-group specific indication
way

[0072] The correspondence relationship between a
port group and a target transmission beam is indicated
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to a terminal through a port-group specific indication,
wherein the K ports are divided into D port groups, and
at least one target port group exists in the D port groups,
the target port group is a port group including at least two
ports, and D is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0073] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, no
matter which of the above indication ways is adopted,
the correspondence relationship can be indicated by per-
forming configuration of spatial relation information (Spa-
tialRelationlnfo) on a higher-layer information field, and
of course, besides the spatial relation information, other
information may also be used for configuring indications.
For example, in the above second way, multiple values
of "SpatialRelationInfo" are provided for the UE, and the
port group corresponding to each value is notified to the
UE.
[0074] If numbering values of ports in the port group
are always sequential, it is more appropriate to use the
port-group specific transmitting-beam indication. For ex-
ample, when [p1, p2, ... pN1] = [1, 2, ..., N1] and [q1,
q2, ....qN2] = (N1+1, ... , N1+N2], gNB can configure two
"SpatialRelationlnfo" parameters. The first "SpatialRela-
tionInfo" corresponds to SRSopt,1, i.e. ports [1, 2, ..., N1],
and the second "SpatialRelationInfo" corresponds to SR-
Sopt,2, i.e. ports [N1+1, ..., N1+N2], Therefore, a lower
RRC overhead can be occupied, in particular when that
a port group is semi-statically configured.
[0075] If the numbering values of ports in the port group
are not sequential (i.e., discontinuous), either of the
above ways can be used.
[0076] In addition, SRS ports in an SRS resource can
be grouped semi-statically or dynamically. If being
grouped semi-statically, the SRS resource, the number
of port groups and the numbering values of ports in each
group are semi-statically configured. If being grouped dy-
namically, the number of port groups and the numbering
values of ports in each group are notified through L1 dy-
namic signaling (for example, together with a SRS trigger
grant). If being grouped dynamically, grouping informa-
tion (i.e., the number of groups and the numbering values
of ports in each group) may be indicated jointly with uplink
transmission beam information (e.g., "SpatialRelationIn-
fo") or independently from uplink transmission beam in-
formation (e.g., "SpatialRelationInfo").
[0077] If the number of groups of SRS ports is semi-
statically configured, the number values of SRS ports in
each group can be indicated dynamically.
[0078] Further, according to the precoding matrix indi-
cated by the second indication information, mapping all
data layers of the PUSCH onto at least two target antenna
panels for transmission in step 402 includes: performing
a precoding operation on the L data layers of the PUSCH
according to the precoding matrix indicated by the sec-
ond indication information, to acquire a transmission sig-
nal vector including K data layers, wherein, each data
layer of the transmission signal vector corresponds to
one of the ports; acquiring a second target port corre-
sponding to a target data layer of the transmission signal

vector; transmitting, on a second target antenna panel,
the target data layer of the transmission signal vector
using a second target transmission beam corresponding
to the second target port, wherein the second target an-
tenna panel is an antenna panel having mapping rela-
tionship with the second target port.
[0079] The target data layer is any one of the L data
layers of the PUSCH.
[0080] Here, after the base station receives the uplink
signal resources for CSI acquisition, the base station es-
timates the uplink CSI, and performs link adaptation and
PUSCH scheduling. A scheduling grant may include a
TRI (transmission rank indicator) used to indicate the
number of data layers included in the PUSCH; a TPMI
(transmit precoding matrix indicator) used to indicate a
(N1+N2)3L precoding matrix W. The UE performs digital
precoding based on the above information to form a
transmission signal vector having a length of (N1+N2).
N1 data layers corresponding to ports [p1, p2, ..., pN1]
are sent through the panel 1 and using the beam corre-
sponding to the "SpatialRelationlnfo" parameter given by
SRSopt,1; and N2 data layers corresponding to [q1, q2, ...,
qN2] are sent through the panel 2 and using the beam
corresponding to the "SpatialRelationlnfo" parameter
given by SRSopt,2. In short, for a data layer corresponding
to an SRS port S in the PUSCH, transmission is per-
formed on the same antenna panel using an uplink trans-
mission beam corresponding to the SRS port s, S is a
positive integer greater than 1, and S = N1+N2.
[0081] The data transmission method according to an
embodiment of the present disclosure is configured to:
receive Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)
scheduling information sent by a network device, wherein
the PUSCH scheduling information includes first indica-
tion information and second indication information; and
according to a precoding matrix indicated by the second
indication information, map a data layer included in the
PUSCH to at least two target antenna panels for trans-
mission, thereby achieving the purpose of simultaneous-
ly transmitting the data layer of the PUSCH from a plu-
rality of antenna panels.
[0082] As shown in Fig. 6, an embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides a data transmission
method, which is performed by a network device, and
the network device may be specifically a base station,
and includes steps 601 and 602.
[0083] Step 601: acquiring uplink channel state infor-
mation (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource sent
by a terminal.
[0084] The uplink signal resource is specifically an
SRS resource configured by the base station for the ter-
minal for CSI acquisition.
[0085] The network device first determines an optimal
transmission beam on each antenna panel according to
a beam-training signal resource transmitted by the ter-
minal, and then configures an SRS resource for CSI ac-
quisition for the terminal. As shown in Fig. 5, it is assumed
that a plurality of data layers of the PUSCH are distributed
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over two target antenna panels for transmission, wherein
layer 1 to layer A of the PUCCH are mapped onto an
antenna panel 1 for transmission and layer A+1 to layer
L are mapped to an antenna panel 2 for transmission,
wherein A is a positive integer greater than 1 and less
than L. The base station gNB configures two SRS re-
source sets for CSI acquisition, wherein each SRS re-
source set is mapped to one antenna panel, for example,
a third SRS resource set used for the CSI acquisition are
mapped to the antenna panel 1, a fourth set of SRS re-
sources for CSI acquisition is mapped onto the antenna
panel 2.
[0086] Step 602: acquiring physical uplink shared
channel PUSCH scheduling information according to the
channel state information CSI and sending the PUSCH
scheduling information to the terminal, wherein the
PUSCH scheduling information includes first indication
information and second indication information, the first
indication information is used to indicate a data layer in-
cluded in the PUSCH, and the second indication infor-
mation is used to indicate a precoding matrix.
[0087] Here, the PUSCH scheduling information is car-
ried in a PUSCH scheduling grant, wherein after receiv-
ing the uplink signal resource used for CSI acquisition,
the base station estimates uplink CSI, and performs link
adaptation and PUSH scheduling. The scheduling grant
may include a transmission rank indicator (TRI) used to
indicate the number of data layers included in the
PUSCH, and a transmit precoding matrix indicator (TP-
MI) used to indicate a K 3 L precoding matrix W.
[0088] Here, after the PUSCH scheduling information
is sent to the terminal, the terminal performs digital-pre-
coding processing on the PUSCH based on the precod-
ing matrix to acquire a transmission signal vector includ-
ing K data layers, and maps the transmission signal vec-
tor to at least two target antenna panels for transmission.
[0089] Further, before acquiring the uplink channel
state information (CSI) according to the uplink signal re-
source sent by the terminal in step 601, the method fur-
ther includes: acquiring a beam-training signal resource
transmitted by the terminal using analog beams on at
least two target antenna panels, performing a beam-
scanning operation on the beam-training signal resource,
determining a target transmission beam corresponding
to each of the target antenna panels and indicating the
target transmission beam to the terminal.
[0090] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the beam-training signal resource herein may be specif-
ically a sounding reference signal (SRS) resource. As-
suming that the plurality of data layers of the PUSCH are
distributed over two target antenna panels for transmis-
sion, first the base station gNB configures two SRS re-
source sets for analog beam-training, where each SRS
resource set is mapped to one antenna panel. A specific
mapping method for mapping the sets of SRS resources
to the panels depends on implementation of the UE. For
example, the UE may map a first set of SRS resources
for analog beam-training to panel 1, and map a second

set of SRS resources for analog beam-training to panel
2; or the UE may map the first set of SRS resources used
for analog beam-training to panel 2, and map the second
set of SRSs resources used for analog beam-training to
panel 1. The order of this mapping may be transparent
to the gNB. Each set of SRS resources contains a group
of SRS resources that can use different time-frequency
resources. For each set of SRS resources, the UE trans-
mits SRS resources using different analog beams on the
panels corresponding thereto, respectively.
[0091] The gNB determines an optimal receiving beam
by means of beam-scanning. The gNB may select an
optimal receiving beam for each panel individually based
on a hypothesis of single panel transmission hypothesis.
As an option, it may be assumed that all panels transmit
jointly and then an optimal receiving beam is derived. In
this process, the gNB may control configuration of time-
frequency resources of two SRS resource sets (e.g., or-
thogonal time-frequency resources, or same resources).
At the same time, the gNB can also acquire an optimal
transmission beam (marked as [BMopt,1, BMopt,2]) for
each panel, which respectively corresponds to the opti-
mal SRS resource (marked as [SRSopt,1, SRSopt,2) in the
respective SRS resource set. Through a control signal-
ing, the UE can know [SRSopt,1, SRSopt,2], so as to ac-
quire a recommended SRS resource on each panel, and
determine the optimal transmission beam ([BMopt,1,
BMopt,2]) on each antenna panel based on the recom-
mended SRS resource on each antenna panel.
[0092] It should be noted that the above description
does not exclude a case in which the gNB recommends
a plurality of uplink transmission beams for each panel.
In particular, the gNB may not only recommend an opti-
mal beam for each panel, but may also recommend other
beams worse than the optimal beam in sequence. This
can be directly extended from the solution described
above, and the optimal transmission beam (the target
transmission beam) may be specifically a transmission
beam corresponding to the SRS resource with an optimal
reception quality, for example, the transmission beam
corresponding to the SRS resource with the strongest
received signal power.
[0093] Further, the uplink signal resource is an uplink
signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of the num-
bers of digital channels of the at least two target antenna
panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least two
target antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is
greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of data
layers included in the PUSCH.
[0094] Further, before acquiring the uplink channel
state information (CSI) according to the uplink signal re-
source transmitted by the terminal, the method further
includes: indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween the port and the target transmission beam to the
terminal.
[0095] Specifically, correspondence relationship be-
tween each port and a target transmission beam is indi-
cated to the terminal; or, correspondence relationship
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between a port group and a target transmission beam is
indicated to the terminal, and the port group includes at
least two ports.
[0096] In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
the correspondence relationship between the port and
the target transmission beam may be indicated to the
terminal in the following two ways.

First way: through a port-specific indication way

[0097] The correspondence relationship between
each port and a target transmission beam is indicated to
the terminal through a port-specific indication.
[0098] Here, each port may use the same or different
uplink transmission beams.

Second way: through a port-group specific indication way

[0099] The correspondence relationship between a
port group and a target transmission beam is indicated
to a terminal through a port-group specific indication,
wherein the K ports are divided into D port groups, and
at least one target port group exists in the D port groups,
the target port group is a port group including at least two
ports, and D is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0100] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, no
matter which of the above indication ways is adopted,
the correspondence relationship can be indicated by per-
forming configuration of spatial relation information (Spa-
tialRelationlnfo) on a higher-layer information field, and
of course, besides the spatial relation information, other
information may also be used for configuring indications.
For example, in the above second way, multiple values
of "SpatialRelationInfo" are provided for the UE, and the
port group corresponding to each value is notified to the
UE.
[0101] If numbering values of ports in the port group
are always sequential, it is more appropriate to use the
port-group specific transmitting-beam indication. For ex-
ample, when [p1, p2, ... pN1] = [1, 2, ..., N1] and [q1,
q2, ....qN2] = (N1+1, ... , N1+N2], gNB can configure two
"SpatialRelationlnfo" parameters. The first "SpatialRela-
tionInfo" corresponds to SRSopt,1, i.e. ports [1, 2, ..., N1],
and the second "SpatialRelationInfo" corresponds to SR-
Sopt,2, i.e. ports [N1+1, ..., N1+N2]. Therefore, a lower
RRC overhead can be occupied, in particular when that
a port group is semi-statically configured.
[0102] If the numbering values of ports in the port group
are not sequential (i.e., discontinuous), either of the
above ways can be used.
[0103] In addition, SRS ports in an SRS resource can
be grouped semi-statically or dynamically. If being
grouped semi-statically, the SRS resource, the number
of port groups and the numbering values of ports in each
group are semi-statically configured. If being grouped dy-
namically, the number of port groups and the numbering
values of ports in each group are notified through L1 dy-
namic signaling (for example, together with a SRS trigger

grant). If being grouped dynamically, grouping informa-
tion (i.e., the number of groups and the numbering values
of ports in each group) may be indicated jointly with uplink
transmission beam information (e.g., "SpatialRelationIn-
fo") or independently from uplink transmission beam in-
formation (e.g., "SpatialRelationInfo").
[0104] If the number of groups of SRS ports is semi-
statically configured, the number values of SRS ports in
each group can be indicated dynamically.
[0105] The data transmission method according to the
embodiment of the present disclosure acquires uplink
channel state information (CSI) according to an uplink
signal resource sent by a terminal, and according to the
CSI, Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) sched-
uling information is acquired and sent to the terminal, so
that the terminal maps, according to the precoding matrix
indicated by the second indication information, data lay-
ers included in the PUSCH onto at least two target an-
tenna panels for transmission, so as to achieve a purpose
of simultaneously transmitting the data layers of a
PUSCH by a plurality of antenna panels.
[0106] As shown in Fig. 7, the embodiments of the
present disclosure further provide a terminal configured
with at least two antenna panels for uplink transmission.
The terminal includes a transceiver 710, a storage 720,
a processor 700 and a computer program stored on the
storage 720 and executable by the processor 700, and
in a case that the processor 700 executes the computer
program, the processor 700 implements the following
steps: receiving Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a network de-
vice, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information in-
cludes first indication information and second indication
information, and the first indication information is used
to indicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, the second
indication information is used to indicate a precoding ma-
trix; according to the precoding matrix indicated by the
second indication information, mapping the data layer of
the PUSCH onto at least two target antenna panels for
transmission, wherein the target antenna panels are an-
tenna panels, for transmitting the PUSCH, among at least
two antenna panels of the terminal.
[0107] In Fig. 7, a bus architecture may include any
number of interconnected buses and bridges, particular-
ly, various circuits such as one or more processors rep-
resented by the processor 700 and a storage represented
by the storage 720 are linked together. The bus archi-
tecture may also link various other circuits, such as pe-
ripheral devices, voltage regulators, and power manage-
ment circuits, etc. which are well known in the art, and
therefore will not be described further herein. A bus in-
terface provides an interface. The transceiver 710 can
be a number of elements, including a transmitter and a
transceiver, providing a unit for communicating with var-
ious other devices over a transmission medium. For dif-
ferent user equipments, a user interface 730 may also
be an interface capable of connecting with an internal
device or an external device. The connected devices may
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include, but are not limited to, a keypad, a display, a
speaker, a microphone, a joystick. The processor 700 is
responsible for managing a bus architecture and general
processing, and the storage 720 can store data used by
the processor 700 in performing operations.
[0108] Optionally, the processor 700 is further config-
ured to read the program in the storage 720, and perform
the following steps: transmitting a beam-training signal
resource using analog beams on the at least two target
antenna panels; acquiring a target transmission beam,
indicated by the network device, corresponding to each
of the target antenna panels, where the target transmis-
sion beam is acquired by the network device according
to the beam-training signal resource; sending an uplink
signal resource, for acquiring channel state information
(CSI), on each of the target antenna panels by using a
target transmission beam corresponding to the target an-
tenna panel, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
is acquired by the network device according to the uplink
signal resource.
[0109] Optionally, the uplink signal resource is an up-
link signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of the
numbers of digital channels of the at least two target an-
tenna panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least
two target antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K
is greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of data
layers included in the PUSCH.
[0110] Optionally, the processor 700 is further config-
ured to read the program in the storage 720, and perform
the following steps: determining a first target transmis-
sion beam corresponding to a first target port according
to correspondence relationship between a port and a tar-
get transmission beam indicated by the network device,
and sending an uplink signal resource of the first target
port on a first target antenna panel corresponding to the
first target transmission beam.
[0111] Optionally, the processor 700 is further config-
ured to read the program in the storage 720, and perform
the following steps: performing a precoding operation on
L data layers of the PUSCH according to the precoding
matrix indicated by the second indication information, to
acquire a transmission signal vector including K data lay-
ers, wherein, each data layer of the transmission signal
vector corresponds to one of the ports; acquiring a sec-
ond target port corresponding to a target data layer of
the transmission signal vector; transmitting, on a second
target antenna panel, the target data layer of the trans-
mission signal vector using a second target transmission
beam corresponding to the second target port, wherein
the second target antenna panel is an antenna panel
having mapping relationship with the second target port.
[0112] Optionally, the processor 700 is further config-
ured to read the program in the storage 720, and perform
the following steps: selecting a target beam-training sig-
nal resource set corresponding to a third target antenna
panel from among beam-training signal resource sets
configured by the network device for each of the target
antenna panels, wherein each of the beam-training signal

resource sets includes at least one beam-training signal
resource, the third target antenna panel is any one of the
at least two target antenna panels; transmission beam-
training signal resources of the target beam training sig-
nal set using different analog beams on the third target
antenna panel.
[0113] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, a computer readable storage medium is further pro-
vided. The computer readable storage medium has
stored thereon a computer program. When the computer
program is executed by a processor, the processor im-
plements following steps: receiving Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information sent
by a network device, wherein the PUSCH scheduling in-
formation includes first indication information and second
indication information, and the first indication information
is used to indicate a data layer included in a PUSCH, the
second indication information is used to indicate a pre-
coding matrix; according to the precoding matrix indicat-
ed by the second indication information, mapping the da-
ta layer of the PUSCH onto at least two target antenna
panels for transmission, wherein the target antenna pan-
els are antenna panels, for transmitting the PUSCH,
among at least two antenna panels of the terminal.
[0114] When the program is executed by the proces-
sor, all implementations in the embodiments of the above
data transmission method applied to the terminal side
can be realized, and in order to avoid repetition, details
thereof are not repeated here.
[0115] As shown in Fig. 8, an embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides a terminal. The ter-
minal is configured with at least two antenna panels for
uplink transmission. The terminal includes a receiving
module 801 and a first sending module 802.
[0116] The receiving module 801 is configured to re-
ceive Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) sched-
uling information sent by a network device, wherein the
PUSCH scheduling information includes first indication
information and second indication information, and the
first indication information is used to indicate a data layer
included in a PUSCH, the second indication information
is used to indicate a precoding matrix. The first sending
module 802 is configured to, according to the precoding
matrix indicated by the second indication information,
map the data layer included in the PUSCH onto at least
two target antenna panels for transmission, wherein the
target antenna panels are antenna panels, for transmit-
ting the PUSCH, among the at least two antenna panels
of the terminal.
[0117] The terminal of the embodiment of the present
disclosure further includes a second transmitting module,
a first acquiring module, and a third transmitting module.
[0118] The second transmitting module is configured
to transmit a beam-training signal resource using analog
beams on the at least two target antenna panels; the first
acquiring module is configured to acquire a target trans-
mission beam, indicated by a network device, corre-
sponding to each of the target antenna panels, where
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the target transmission beam is acquired by the network
device according to the beam-training signal resource;
the third transmitting module is configured to transmit an
uplink signal resource, for acquiring channel state infor-
mation (CSI), on each of the target antenna panels by
using a target transmission beam corresponding to the
target antenna panel, wherein the PUSCH scheduling
information is acquired by the network device according
to the uplink signal resource.
[0119] In the terminal according to the embodiment of
the present disclosure, the uplink signal resource is an
uplink signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of
the numbers of digital channels of the at least two target
antenna panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at
least two target antenna panels, K is a positive integer,
and K is greater than or equal to L, and L is the number
of data layers included in the PUSCH.
[0120] In the terminal according to the embodiment of
the present disclosure, the third transmitting module in-
cludes a determining submodule and a first transmitting
submodule.
[0121] The determining submodule is configured to de-
termine a first target transmission beam corresponding
to a first target port according to correspondence rela-
tionship between a port and a target transmission beam
indicated by the network device. The first transmitting
submodule is configured to transmit an uplink signal re-
source of the first target port on a first target antenna
panel corresponding to the first target transmission
beam.
[0122] In the terminal according to the embodiment of
the present disclosure, the first transmitting module in-
cludes a first acquiring submodule, a second acquiring
submodule, and a second transmitting submodule.
[0123] The first acquiring submodule is configured to
perform a precoding operation on L data layers of the
PUSCH according to the precoding matrix indicated by
the second indication information, to acquire a transmis-
sion signal vector including K data layers, wherein, each
data layer of the transmission signal vector corresponds
to one of the ports. The second acquiring submodule is
configured to acquire a second target port corresponding
to a target data layer of the transmission signal vector.
The second transmitting submodule is configured to
transmit, on a second target antenna panel, the target
data layer of the transmission signal vector using a sec-
ond target transmission beam corresponding to the sec-
ond target port, wherein the second target antenna panel
is an antenna panel having mapping relationship with the
second target port.
[0124] In the terminal according to the embodiment of
the present disclosure, the second transmitting module
includes a selecting submodule and a third transmitting
submodule.
[0125] The selecting submodule is configured to select
a target beam-training signal resource set corresponding
to a third target antenna panel from among beam-training
signal resource sets configured by the network device

for each of the target antenna panels, wherein each of
the beam-training signal resource sets includes at least
one beam-training signal resource, the third target an-
tenna panel is any one of the at least two target antenna
panels. The third transmitting submodule is configured
to transmit beam-training signal resources of the target
beam training signal set using different analog beams on
the third target antenna panel.
[0126] The terminal according to the embodiment of
the present disclosure receives Physical Uplink Shared
Channel (PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a net-
work device, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
includes first indication information and second indication
information, and according to the precoding matrix indi-
cated by the second indication information, the terminal
maps the data layer of the PUSCH onto at least two target
antenna panels for transmission, thereby achieving the
purpose of simultaneously transmitting the data layer of
the PUSCH from a plurality of antenna panels.
[0127] As shown in Fig. 9, the embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides a network device. The
network device is specifically a base station. The base
station includes a storage 920, a processor 900, a trans-
ceiver 910, a bus interface, and a computer program
stored on the storage 920 and executable by the proc-
essor 900, the processor 900 is configured to read the
program in the storage 920 to perform the following steps:
acquiring uplink channel state information (CSI) accord-
ing to an uplink signal resource sent by a terminal; ac-
quiring physical uplink shared channel PUSCH schedul-
ing information according to the channel state information
CSI and sending the PUSCH scheduling information to
the terminal, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
includes first indication information and second indication
information, the first indication information is used to in-
dicate a data layer included in the PUSCH, and the sec-
ond indication information is used to indicate a precoding
matrix.
[0128] In Fig. 9, a bus architecture may include any
number of interconnected buses and bridges, particular-
ly, various circuits such as one or more processors rep-
resented by the processor 900 and a storage represented
by the storage 920 are linked together. The bus archi-
tecture may also link various other circuits, such as pe-
ripheral devices, voltage regulators, and power manage-
ment circuits, etc. which are well known in the art, and
therefore will not be described further herein. A bus in-
terface provides an interface. The transceiver 910 can
be a number of elements, including a transmitter and a
transceiver, providing a unit for communicating with var-
ious other devices over a transmission medium. The
processor 900 is responsible for managing a bus archi-
tecture and general processing, and the storage 920 can
store data used by the processor 900 in performing op-
erations.
[0129] Optionally, the processor 900 may further im-
plement the following steps when executing the computer
program: acquiring a beam-training signal resource sent
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by the terminal using analog beams on at least two target
antenna panels, performing a beam-scanning operation
on the beam-training signal resource, determining a tar-
get transmission beam corresponding to each of the tar-
get antenna panels and indicating the target transmission
beam to the terminal.
[0130] Optionally, the uplink signal resource is an up-
link signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of the
numbers of digital channels of the at least two target an-
tenna panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least
two target antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K
is greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of data
layers included in the PUSCH.
[0131] Optionally, the processor 900 may further im-
plement the following steps when executing the computer
program: indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween the port and the target transmission beam to the
terminal.
[0132] Optionally, the processor 900 may further im-
plement the following steps when executing the computer
program: indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween each port and a target transmission beam to a
terminal; or indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween a port group and a target transmission beam to
the terminal, wherein the K ports are divided into D port
groups, and at least one target port group exists in the
D port groups, the target port group is a port group in-
cluding at least two ports, and D is a positive integer
greater than 1.
[0133] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, a computer readable storage medium is further pro-
vided. The computer readable storage medium has
stored thereon a computer program. When the computer
program is executed by a processor, the processor im-
plements following steps: acquiring uplink channel state
information (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource
sent by a terminal; acquiring physical uplink shared chan-
nel PUSCH scheduling information according to the
channel state information CSI and sending the PUSCH
scheduling information to the terminal, wherein the
PUSCH scheduling information includes first indication
information and second indication information, the first
indication information is used to indicate a data layer in-
cluded in the PUSCH, and the second indication infor-
mation is used to indicate a precoding matrix.
[0134] When the program is executed by the proces-
sor, all implementations in the embodiments of the meth-
od applied to the network device side can be implement-
ed, and are not repeated herein for sake of avoiding rep-
etition.
[0135] As shown in Fig. 10, an embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides a network device. The
network device includes: a second acquiring module
1001 and a fourth transmitting module 1002.
[0136] The second acquiring module 1001 is config-
ured to acquire uplink channel state information (CSI)
according to an uplink signal resource sent by a terminal.
[0137] The fourth transmitting module 1002 is config-

ured to acquire physical uplink shared channel PUSCH
scheduling information according to the channel state
information CSI and send the PUSCH scheduling infor-
mation to the terminal, wherein the PUSCH scheduling
information includes first indication information and sec-
ond indication information, the first indication information
is used to indicate a data layer included in the PUSCH,
and the second indication information is used to indicate
a precoding matrix.
[0138] The network device according to the embodi-
ment of the present disclosure further includes a third
acquiring module and a determining module.
[0139] The third acquiring module is configured to ac-
quire a beam-training signal resource transmitted by the
terminal using analog beams on at least two target an-
tenna panels. The determining module is configured to
perform a beam-scanning operation on the beam-train-
ing signal resource, determine a target transmission
beam corresponding to each of the target antenna panels
and indicate the target transmission beam to the terminal.
[0140] In the network device of the embodiment of the
present disclosure, the uplink signal resource is an uplink
signal resource including K ports, K is a sum of the num-
bers of digital channels of the at least two target antenna
panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least two
target antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is
greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of data
layers included in the PUSCH.
[0141] The network device according to the embodi-
ment of the present disclosure further includes an indi-
cating module.
[0142] The indicating module is configured to indicate
correspondence relationship between the port and the
target transmission beam to the terminal before the sec-
ond acquiring module acquires the uplink channel state
information (CSI) according to the uplink signal resource
transmitted by the terminal.
[0143] In the network device according to the embod-
iment of the present disclosure, the indicating module is
configured to indicate correspondence relationship be-
tween each port and a target transmission beam to the
terminal; or, indicate correspondence relationship be-
tween a port group and a target transmission beam to
the terminal, and the port group includes at least two
ports, wherein the K ports are divided into D port groups,
and at least one target port group exists in the D port
groups, the target port group is a port group including at
least two ports, and D is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0144] The network device in the embodiment of the
present disclosure acquires uplink channel state infor-
mation (CSI) according to an uplink signal resource sent
by a terminal, and acquires physical uplink shared chan-
nel PUSCH scheduling information according to the
channel state information CSI and sends the PUSCH
scheduling information to the terminal, so that the termi-
nal maps, according to the precoding matrix indicated by
the second indication information, data layers included
in the PUSCH onto at least two target antenna panels
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for transmission, so as to achieve a purpose of simulta-
neously transmitting the data layers of a PUSCH by a
plurality of antenna panels.
[0145] The embodiments of the present disclosure fur-
ther provide a computer readable storage medium on
which a computer program is stored. When the computer
program is executed by a processor, the processor im-
plements the various steps of the embodiments of the
method as described above, and can achieve the same
technical effect. Thus, detailed description thereof is not
repeated herein for sake of avoiding repetition. The com-
puter readable storage medium is a Read-Only Memory
(ROM), a Random Access Memory (RAM), a magnetic
disk or an optical disk.
[0146] Those of ordinary skills in the art will appreciate
that elements and algorithm steps of examples described
in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein can
be implemented in electronic hardware, or a combination
of computer software and electronic hardware. Whether
these functions are performed in hardware or software
depends on specific application and design constraints
of the technical solutions. Those skilled in the art may
use different methods to implement the described func-
tionality for each particular application, but such imple-
mentations should not be considered to be go beyond
the scope of the present disclosure. The electronic hard-
ware may include, but is not limited to, electronic circuits,
Application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), program-
mable logic devices, programmable processors, and the
like.
[0147] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
for convenience and brevity of description, reference may
be made to corresponding procedures in the foregoing
method embodiments for specific operating procedures
of the systems, devices, and units described above, and
detailed description will not be repeated here.
[0148] In several embodiments provided by the
present disclosure, it should be understood that the dis-
closed systems, apparatus, and methods may be imple-
mented in other ways. For example, the apparatus em-
bodiments described above are merely illustrative, e.g.,
division to units is only a logical function division, and
there may be other divisions when actually being imple-
mented. For example, multiple units or components may
be combined or may be integrated into another system,
or some features may be omitted or not performed. Ad-
ditionally, coupling or direct coupling or communication
connection shown or discussed may be an indirect cou-
pling or communication connection through some inter-
faces, devices or units, which may be in electrical, me-
chanical or other form.
[0149] In the various embodiments of the present dis-
closure, it is to be understood that values of serial num-
bers of the processes described above are not meant to
be a sequential execution order, an order in which the
processes are executed should be determined in terms
of their functions and inherent logic, and should not con-
stitute any limitation to an implementation process of the

embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0150] The foregoing shows optional embodiments of
the present disclosure and it should be noted that several
modifications and embellishments may be made by those
of ordinary skills in the art without departing from the prin-
ciples of the present disclosure, these modifications and
embellishments are also considered to be within the pro-
tection scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A data transmission method performed by a terminal,
the terminal being configured with at least two an-
tenna panels for uplink transmission, the method
comprising:

receiving Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) scheduling information sent by a net-
work device, wherein the PUSCH scheduling in-
formation comprises first indication information
and second indication information, and the first
indication information is used to indicate a data
layer comprised in a PUSCH, the second indi-
cation information is used to indicate a precod-
ing matrix;
mapping, according to the precoding matrix in-
dicated by the second indication information, the
data layer comprised in the PUSCH onto at least
two target antenna panels for transmission,
wherein the target antenna panels are antenna
panels, for transmitting the PUSCH, among the
at least two antenna panels of the terminal.

2. The data transmission method according to claim 1,
wherein before receiving the PUSCH scheduling in-
formation sent by the network device, the method
further comprises:

transmitting a beam-training signal resource us-
ing analog beams on the at least two target an-
tenna panels;
acquiring a target transmission beam, indicated
by the network device, corresponding to each
of the target antenna panels, wherein the target
transmission beam is acquired by the network
device according to the beam-training signal re-
source;
transmitting an uplink signal resource, for ac-
quiring channel state information (CSI), on each
of the target antenna panels by using a target
transmission beam corresponding to the target
antenna panel, wherein the PUSCH scheduling
information is acquired by the network device
according to the uplink signal resource.

3. The data transmission method according to claim 2,
wherein the uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
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resource comprising K ports, K is a sum of the num-
bers of digital channels of the at least two target an-
tenna panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at
least two target antenna panels, K is a positive inte-
ger, and K is greater than or equal to L, and L is the
number of data layers comprised in the PUSCH.

4. The data transmission method according to claim 3,
wherein, transmitting the uplink signal resource, for
acquiring the CSI, on each of the target antenna pan-
els by using the target transmission beam corre-
sponding to the target antenna panel, comprises:

determining a first target transmission beam cor-
responding to a first target port according to cor-
respondence relationship between a port and a
target transmission beam indicated by the net-
work device;
transmitting an uplink signal resource of the first
target port on a first target antenna panel corre-
sponding to the first target transmission beam.

5. The data transmission method according to claim 3,
wherein, mapping, according to the precoding matrix
indicated by the second indication information, the
data layer comprised in the PUSCH onto the at least
two target antenna panels for transmission, compris-
es:

performing a precoding operation on L data lay-
ers of the PUSCH according to the precoding
matrix indicated by the second indication infor-
mation, to acquire a transmission signal vector
comprising K data layers, wherein, each data
layer of the transmission signal vector corre-
sponds to one of the ports;
acquiring a second target port corresponding to
a target data layer of the transmission signal
vector;
transmitting, on a second target antenna panel,
the target data layer of the transmission signal
vector using a second target transmission beam
corresponding to the second target port, where-
in the second target antenna panel is an antenna
panel having mapping relationship with the sec-
ond target port.

6. The data transmission method according to claim 2,
wherein transmitting the beam-training signal re-
source using the analog beams on the at least two
target antenna panels, comprises:

selecting a target beam-training signal resource
set corresponding to a third target antenna panel
from among beam-training signal resource sets
configured by the network device for each of the
target antenna panels, wherein each of the
beam-training signal resource sets comprises

at least one beam-training signal resource, the
third target antenna panel is any one of the at
least two target antenna panels;
transmitting beam-training signal resources of
the target beam training signal set using different
analog beams on the third target antenna panel.

7. A data transmission method, performed by a network
device, the method comprising:

acquiring uplink channel state information (CSI)
according to an uplink signal resource sent by
a terminal;
acquiring Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) scheduling information according to
the channel state information (CSI), and sending
the acquired information to a terminal, wherein
the PUSCH schedule information comprises
first indication information and second indication
information, the first indication information is
used to indicate a data layer comprised in a
PUSCH, and the second indication information
is used to indicate a precoding matrix.

8. The data transmission method according to claim 7,
wherein, before acquiring the uplink CSI according
to the uplink signal resource sent by a terminal, the
method further comprises:

acquiring a beam-training signal resource sent
by the terminal using analog beams on at least
two target antenna panels;
performing a beam-scanning operation on the
beam-training signal resource, determining a
target transmission beam corresponding to
each of the target antenna panels and indicating
the target transmission beam to the terminal.

9. The data transmission method according to claim 7,
wherein the uplink signal resource is an uplink signal
resource comprising K ports, K is a sum of the num-
bers of digital channels of the at least two target an-
tenna panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at
least two target antenna panels, K is a positive inte-
ger, and K is greater than or equal to L, and L is the
number of data layers comprised in the PUSCH.

10. The data transmission method according to claim 9,
wherein, before acquiring the uplink CSI according
to the uplink signal resource sent by the terminal,
the method further comprises:
indicating correspondence relationship between a
port and a target transmission beam to the terminal.

11. The data transmission method according to claim
10, wherein, indicating the correspondence relation-
ship between the port and the target transmission
beam to the terminal, comprises:
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indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween each port and a target transmission beam
to the terminal; or
indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween a port group and a target transmission
beam to the terminal, wherein the K ports are
divided into D port groups, and at least one target
port group exists in the D port groups, the target
port group is a port group comprising at least
two ports, and D is a positive integer greater
than 1.

12. A terminal, configured with at least two antenna pan-
els for uplink transmission, comprising a transceiver,
a storage, a processor, and a program stored on the
storage and executable by the processor, wherein
when the processor executes the program, the proc-
essor implements the following steps:

receiving, by a transceiver, Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) scheduling informa-
tion sent by a network device, wherein the
PUSCH scheduling information comprises first
indication information and second indication in-
formation, and the first indication information is
used to indicate a data layer comprised in a
PUSCH, the second indication information is
used to indicate a precoding matrix;
mapping, according to the precoding matrix in-
dicated by the second indication information, the
data layer comprised in the PUSCH onto at least
two target antenna panels for transmission,
wherein the target antenna panels are antenna
panels, for transmitting the PUSCH, among the
at least two antenna panels of the terminal.

13. The terminal according to claim 12, wherein when
the processor executes the program, the processor
further implements the following steps:

transmitting a beam-training signal resource us-
ing analog beams on the at least two target an-
tenna panels, before receiving the PUSCH
scheduling information sent by the network de-
vice;
acquiring a target transmission beam, indicated
by the network device, corresponding to each
of the target antenna panels, wherein the target
transmission beam is acquired by the network
device according to the beam-training signal re-
source;
transmitting an uplink signal resource, for ac-
quiring channel state information (CSI), on each
of the target antenna panels by using a target
transmission beam corresponding to the target
antenna panel, wherein the PUSCH scheduling
information is acquired by the network device
according to the uplink signal resource.

14. The terminal according to claim 13, wherein the up-
link signal resource is an uplink signal resource com-
prising K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of digital
channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is
greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of
data layers comprised in the PUSCH.

15. The terminal according to claim 14, wherein when
the processor executes the program, the processor
further implements the following steps:

determining a first target transmission beam cor-
responding to a first target port according to cor-
respondence relationship between a port and a
target transmission beam indicated by the net-
work device;
transmitting an uplink signal resource of the first
target port on a first target antenna panel corre-
sponding to the first target transmission beam.

16. The terminal according to claim 14, wherein when
the processor executes the program, the processor
further implements the following steps:

performing a precoding operation on L data lay-
ers of the PUSCH according to the precoding
matrix indicated by the second indication infor-
mation, to acquire a transmission signal vector
comprising K data layers, wherein, each data
layer of the transmission signal vector corre-
sponds to one of the ports;
acquiring a second target port corresponding to
a target data layer of the transmission signal
vector;
transmitting, on a second target antenna panel,
the target data layer of the transmission signal
vector using a second target transmission beam
corresponding to the second target port, where-
in the second target antenna panel is an antenna
panel having mapping relationship with the sec-
ond target port.

17. The terminal according to claim 13, wherein when
the processor executes the program, the processor
further implements the following steps:

selecting a target beam-training signal resource
set corresponding to a third target antenna panel
from among beam-training signal resource sets
configured by the network device for each of the
target antenna panels, wherein each of the
beam-training signal resource sets comprises
at least one beam-training signal resource, the
third target antenna panel is any one of the at
least two target antenna panels;
transmitting beam-training signal resources of
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the target beam training signal set using different
analog beams on the third target antenna panel.

18. A computer-readable storage medium having stored
thereon a computer program, wherein, when the
computer program is executed by a processor, the
processor implements the steps of the data trans-
mission method according to any one of claims 1 to 6.

19. A network device comprising a transceiver, a stor-
age, a processor, and a program stored on the stor-
age and executable by the processor, wherein when
the processor executes the program, the processor
implements the following steps:

acquiring uplink channel state information (CSI)
according to an uplink signal resource sent by
a terminal;
acquiring Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) scheduling information according to
the CSI, and sending the acquired information
to a terminal, wherein the PUSCH schedule in-
formation comprises first indication information
and second indication information, the first indi-
cation information is used to indicate a data layer
comprised in a PUSCH, and the second indica-
tion information is used to indicate a precoding
matrix.

20. The network device according to claim 19, wherein
when the processor executes the program, the proc-
essor further implements the following steps:

acquiring a beam-training signal resource sent
by the terminal using analog beams on at least
two target antenna panels, before acquiring the
uplink CSI according to the uplink signal re-
source sent by the terminal;
performing a beam-scanning operation on the
beam-training signal resource, determining a
target transmission beam corresponding to
each of the target antenna panels and indicating
the target transmission beam to the terminal.

21. The network device according to claim 19, wherein
the uplink signal resource is an uplink signal re-
source comprising K ports, K is a sum of the numbers
of digital channels of the at least two target antenna
panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least
two target antenna panels, K is a positive integer,
and K is greater than or equal to L, and L is the
number of data layers comprised in the PUSCH.

22. The network device according to claim 21, wherein
when the processor executes the program, the proc-
essor further implements the following steps:
indicating correspondence relationship between a
port and a target transmission beam to the terminal,

before acquiring the uplink CSI according to the up-
link signal resource sent by the terminal.

23. The network device according to claim 22, wherein
when the processor executes the program, the proc-
essor further implements the following steps:

indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween each port and a target transmission beam
to the terminal; or
indicating correspondence relationship be-
tween a port group and a target transmission
beam to the terminal, wherein the K ports are
divided into D port groups, and at least one target
port group exists in the D port groups, the target
port group is a port group comprising at least
two ports, and D is a positive integer greater
than 1.

24. A computer-readable storage medium having stored
thereon a computer program, wherein, when the
computer program is executed by a processor, the
processor implements the steps of the data trans-
mission method according to any one of claims 7 to
11.

25. A terminal configured with at least two antenna pan-
els for uplink transmission, the terminal comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive Phys-
ical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) schedul-
ing information sent by a network device, where-
in the PUSCH scheduling information comprises
first indication information and second indication
information, and the first indication information
is used to indicate a data layer comprised in a
PUSCH, the second indication information is
used to indicate a precoding matrix;
a first transmitting module, configured to map,
according to the precoding matrix indicated by
the second indication information, the data layer
comprised in the PUSCH onto at least two target
antenna panels for transmission, wherein the
target antenna panels are antenna panels, for
transmitting the PUSCH, among the at least two
antenna panels of the terminal.

26. The terminal according to claim 25, further compris-
ing:

a second transmitting module, configured to
transmit a beam-training signal resource using
analog beams on the at least two target antenna
panels;
a first acquiring module, configured to acquire a
target transmission beam, indicated by the net-
work device, corresponding to each of the target
antenna panels, wherein the target transmission
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beam is acquired by the network device accord-
ing to the beam-training signal resource;
a third transmitting module, configured to trans-
mit an uplink signal resource, for acquiring chan-
nel state information (CSI), on each of the target
antenna panels by using a target transmission
beam corresponding to the target antenna pan-
el, wherein the PUSCH scheduling information
is acquired by the network device according to
the uplink signal resource.

27. The terminal according to claim 26, wherein the up-
link signal resource is an uplink signal resource com-
prising K ports, K is a sum of the numbers of digital
channels of the at least two target antenna panels,
and the K ports are mapped to the at least two target
antenna panels, K is a positive integer, and K is
greater than or equal to L, and L is the number of
data layers comprised in the PUSCH.

28. A network device, comprising:

a second acquiring module, configured to ac-
quire uplink channel state information (CSI) ac-
cording to an uplink signal resource sent by a
terminal;
a fourth transmitting module, configured to ac-
quire Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)
scheduling information according to the channel
state information (CSI), and transmit the ac-
quired information to a terminal, wherein the
PUSCH schedule information comprises first in-
dication information and second indication infor-
mation, the first indication information is used to
indicate a data layer comprised in a PUSCH,
and the second indication information is used to
indicate a precoding matrix.

29. The network device according to claim 28, further
comprising:

a third acquiring module, configured to acquire
a beam-training signal resource sent by the ter-
minal using analog beams on at least two target
antenna panels;
a determining module, configured to perform a
beam-scanning operation on the beam-training
signal resource, determine a target transmission
beam corresponding to each of the target an-
tenna panels and indicate the target transmis-
sion beam to the terminal.

30. The network device according to claim 28, wherein
the uplink signal resource is an uplink signal re-
source comprising K ports, K is a sum of the numbers
of digital channels of the at least two target antenna
panels, and the K ports are mapped to the at least
two target antenna panels, K is a positive integer,

and K is greater than or equal to L, and L is the
number of data layers comprised in the PUSCH.
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